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Testimonials

Tachycardia… in a Baby
Tumours, Phlebitis, Epilepsy

I fist became a member of the
RHUMART® Family for my own health
reasons. If I hadn't had the system I
would have had to be operated for
breast tumours. I called my good friend
Marie-Paule Dion and told her that I felt I
didn't really have a choice - it was time
to take control of my own destiny. And
I bought the RHUMART system.
I also had thrombophlebitis, and as a
result I had to wear shoes with flat heels to
work and I was always limping. I couldn't
see myself wearing flat heels for the rest
of my life, and that was another reason I
decided to buy the RHUMART system. I
am really happy with the results because
all of these problems have now been
resolved!
But, for me, the greatest joy of owning
the system is being able to help the
people around me, whether they be
friends, family or neighbours.
One of my nieces has had problems with
epilepsy since birth.
With the
unbelievable amount of medication she
was forced to take, her development was
really hindered. Today, with the system,
she no longer takes any medication and
everything is as it should be.
Which brings me to the subject of little
newborn baby I was able to help. When
this baby was born, the doctors said she
would be clinically and medically

handicapped for the rest of her life. She
had a problem with her heart, and the
cardiologists were unable to control her
heart rate. Her heart was beating twice
as fast as it should have been: it was
beating between 150 and 300 times a
minute. You can imagine what effect this
had on the baby. Her hands were blue,
her nose was blue - everything. The
parents were warned that one day they
might find their little girl dead in her bed.
With the RHUMART system we were
actually able to control her heart rate.
It's almost unbelievable!
I placed the baby on the shoulder of her
mother (my niece) and we worked with
the rings and very low parameters: A2n2-T2.
So, by treating the child with the mother,
we were able to kill two birds with one
stone. However, the system belongs to
my sister-in-law and my niece goes to her
place for the conditioning sessions. Since
Thursday my sister-in-law has been on
vacation, and we have noticed that the
baby's heart rate has started to go up
again.
So, in our family, everyone is convinced
that this system helps them to feel
better, and that it is responsible for
saving the baby's life. They were able to
see for themselves that when they didn't
use the system, the baby became sick

again. It's really extraordinary, and I am
a very big fan of RHUMART too.
To me, this is really a system that
restores life and allows us to live in a
more positive and harmonious way.
There are twelve people in my family,
and I am just about to sign my eighth
contract with the family members.
Almost everyone has their own
RHUMART system, and those who don't
have one yet are saving their money to get
one.
When you really understand that
traditional medicine does its best but
that it has its limits, you realize that
with this system you can solve problems
that you never thought could be solved.
So, use your system and share it with the
world. It's absolutely wonderful and I
thank Dr. Drolet, because I think it's
the greatest gift he could have given our
planet.

MONIQUE AUBUT Québec, March l990
Cassette Ri-T6 (in French)

English translation: Deborah Blythe
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Breast Cysts…
We run a clinic in Granby. We have
several arthritis cases, but I don't think
any more needs to be said on that subject.
It's so obvious! And people get results.

Believe it or not, the cysts have
completely disappeared! She has no more
pain and the cysts have not come back in
the last three months.

I want to talk to you instead about a 31year-old woman who had so many cysts in
her breasts that the doctor refused to
remove them. It was a type of cyst that
was likely to return anyway, even if he
operated. So he simply told her, "When
you can't stand it any more, we'll remove
them. But not just cysts, the breasts too!"

I didn't just treat the breasts, though,
because I realized that the problem
involved more than just breasts
themselves.

She was absolutely desperate. Naturally,
it was very painful. Some cysts were as
big as a lemon; it was really something. I
gave her RHUMART conditioning for
about two months.

"Believe or not, the cysts have
completely disappeared!"

I first used the "MAXI" (around the
digestive system) for ten minutes on "n2".
Then I used the "REBONE 4A's" directly
on the breasts for another ten minutes at
"A5, n2." I gradually increased to "n3"
and after a few sessions at this frequency
we achieved the results we were aiming
for.
I don't need to tell you how happy she
is!!!
LORRAINE BÉLAND St-Hyacinthe,
Sept. 1988 Cassette Ri-T1 (in French)
English translation: Deborah Blythe

Nervous Breakdown, Multiple Sclerosis
I know a woman who lived with a nervous
breakdown for fifteen years; she took
medication and her whole world revolved
around her bedroom and her kitchen. She
never went out. A month ago she started
to have RHUMART cellular conditioning
sessions. Already, she has started to take
a lot fewer pills; she has begun to enjoy
life again and she even leaves the house
with her husband. She goes to restaurants,
she goes to mass, she invites friends to her
home and she cooks. There has already
been a dramatic improvement.
Just imagine - her doctor told her that
nothing could be done, that she would
require long-term hospitalization!

I also know several people with multiple
sclerosis. They are doing fine since
RHUMART is restoring their natural
equilibrium, giving them strength and
stimulating their self-defense mechanisms.
One woman, who has had multiple
sclerosis for fifteen years, had been in a
wheelchair for five years. She couldn't
walk and she had no feeling in her hands
and feet.
After ten or twelve conditioning sessions I know you'll say that that's unbelievably
fast, that it's extraordinary - she began to
walk again. She began to regain feeling in
her hands, and she even took her
husband's car out on the weekend!

"After ten or twelve conditionings…
…she began to walk again."
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LISETTE BERTRAND, Québec,
February l989 Cassette - Ri-T3 (in French)
English translation: Deborah Blythe
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80% Paralyzed
Backaches, Generalized Neuralgia,
Eczema, Acne Rosacea, Circulation,
Physical Conditioning

I've always had back problems, even when I was little.
In 1973, when I was giving birth to my second child, my doctor
gave me a peridural injection without discussing it with me first.
Afterward I couldn't stand up.
In November, 1974, I couldn't sleep. I couldn't remain in any
position - standing, sitting or lying down - for very long.
My entire left side was 80% paralyzed - I was heading for a
wheel chair. I was 29 years old.
In March, 1980, I decided to see a chiropractor. He told me that
he couldn't do a thing for me. In fact he said there wasn't a
chiropractor in the world who would be willing to touch me in
the state I was in. I had neuralgia in every bone - from my head
to my feet. My bones felt as though they were about to
disintegrate.
So I began having RHUMART conditioning sessions every day.
Just sitting in my car required an almost superhuman effort.
After only one week of RHUMART conditionings there was
already a lot less pain! After that, my condition continued to
steadily improve - day by day, week by week, and month by
month. TWO MONTHS later the pain was completely gone.

“If Ben Johnson had used this system instead of
steroids, he would still have his gold medal today!”
(Francine Bernier)

The following winter I started skiing again - downhill and crosscountry. Then the next summer I was back on the golf course.
And I haven't stopped since!
Since then, I haven't had the slightest back problem, and I wear
my high heels from morning to night.
My left side, which was 80% paralyzed, is now much stronger
than my right side. As for side effects, I was really lucky! The
eczema which I had had since childhood has completely
disappeared. My acne rosacea has also disappeared. And the
best part is that I have never, ever had the slightest problem
since.
If Ben Johnson had used this system instead of steroids, he would
still have his gold medal today!

FRANCINE BERNIER, Québec, February 1989
cassette Ri-T7 (in French)
English translation: Deborah Blythe

Ben Johnson
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Arthrosis, Crohn's disease, Diabetes, Herniated disk
“The RHUMART System - it's priceless!”
Arthrosis
I was suffering from degenerative discopathic arthritis,
especially in my kneed and upper spine.
I had heard about the RHUMART system from one of my
cousins and I bought it after a meeting with Marie-Paule
Dion.
It took a month and a half of conditioning with the
RHUMART AUTO-SANTÉ System before I began to feel a
difference in my back. After a month and a half I had very
severe pain. Then, from one day to the next, the pain
disappeared.
Since then, I have been able to sit down, lie down, and
sleep through every night. Before using the RHUMART
conditioner I was only able to sleep for five or six minutes
at a time. Since August 1989 I have felt great.
ANDRÉ BUREAU Québec, March l990
Cassette Ri-T6 (in French)

Crohn's Disease
One of my cousins was suffering
from Crohn's disease and she
decided to try RHUMART cell
conditioning. After only two
and a half month her condition
has improved quite a bit.

Diabetes
I was diabetic and after my first
RHUMART conditioning I
noticed a reduction in my blood
sugar. I decided to buy my own
RHUMART system, and after
the third session I actually
became hypoglycemic.
I
stopped taking my pills and I
haven't taken a single pill since
then. Instead, I condition myself
with RHUMART.
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DEAFNESS

Herniated Disk

Buzzing in the ears

In a Cow

A lot of people came over to
try my new RHUMART
system. One man, Mr. JeanLouis St-Pierre, was deaf in
one ear and had a constant
buzzing sound in his other ear.
He had seen several doctors
and they had told him that he
would have to wear a hearing
aid because his cells were all
dried out.

At a conference I met a woman
who said, "Mr. Bureau, we
have a cow with a herniated
disk. The doctor told us to
have it put down. Can you
help us with your RHUMART
system?" I said, "My system
is for humans; I don't have the
right pads." However, I went
anyway. The cow was on the
ground and unable to stand.
The next day it stood up, but
fell down after a few steps.
After a week it was still
limping. And after eleven
conditionings, the cow is
"first class." She has just
been "serviced" again and is
doing fine.

He came to our house for
RHUMART conditionings for
a month and a half. When he
went back to Québec for tests
they told him, "Everything is
fine."

RHUMART® Journal, Vol. 1, No 2, June 1992

Conclusion
In the beginning I didn't want
to meet the "vendor." I
thought I had spent enough
money on my back, and that
RHUMART was just another
worthless product. Today I
think that the RHUMART
system is priceless.

English translation:
Deborah Blythe
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Varicose Ulcer, Salmonella

“It's impossible! She was dying - she would have died!”

Varicose Ulcer
She had a lesion big enough
for her doctor to stick his
finger in up to his knuckle.
I saw him signal to the nurse:

«the leg has to come off»

LAURA DION, Little Sister of the Holy Family
Montréal, Sept. l989, Cassette Ri-T4
(in French)

I am Laura Dion Little Sister of the Holy
Family in Sherbrooke. I'm not selling
anything and I'm not a star: that's not
what I'm here for.

Although the wound was carefully
dressed, there was so much discharge that
it would run down her leg; sometimes I
would see her shoe covered with blood.

Last fall one of our nuns, age 80, had a
varicose ulcer on the side of her leg. She
was in terrible pain. "What are you
waiting for?" I said. "For them to cut her
leg off, maybe? She needs RHUMART
conditioning."

Her condition slowly improved. The pain
disappeared. Sometimes she would say,
"It hurts a lot today." Then after the
session she would say, "the pain is gone."
That was very encouraging for her.

She had been suffering for two months
like that. After her first RHUMART
session she could already feel the benefits.
Every day she came, without fail. She
would say to me, "There are all kinds of
little nasties in there! It's awful."
I wasn't too confident about what would
happen because, to make matters worse,
she also had phlebitis. She had a lesion
big enough for her doctor to stick his
finger in up to his knuckle. One day I saw
him signal to the nurse: "the leg has to
come off." There was nothing more to be
done there.

But it took time for such a deep wound to
heal. After three weeks it started to dry up
and heal; the wound closed and scab
formed. In any case, the pain was gone.
She was encouraged, and so was I.
After about two months the doctor
confirmed it: "It's completely healed."
He doesn't understand what happened, but
I do!

doctor wanted to hospitalize her.
The nurse said, "No, let her die here.
She'll receive better care here than at the
hospital."
You can guess what we did...
When the doctor had tests done, they were
negative.
He still doesn't understand what
happened!
“It's impossible! She was dying - she
would have died!”
I said, "I understand; it's because she used
RHUMART"

"I hope this whole thing...
snowballs! "

SALMONELLA
A little later something really special
happened with this same 80-year-old sister
who had been "treated" with RHUMART.
She was infected with Salmonella and the

English translation: Deborah Blythe
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Arthrosis, Herniated Disk
"Scepticism is the biggest mental handicap we run into with
this system"

(Marie-Paule Dion)

MARIE-PAULE DION • Québec, March 1990
Cassette Ri-T6 (in French)

They say that weak people have
problems and strong people have
solutions. I think you all have solutions
now since you have all purchased your
own RHUMART system. So now you
can all be counted among the strong.
Congratulations!

Arthrosis
My own personal health problem was
arthrosis. It took a long time to resolve
this problem - it took me at least six
months. I was 16 when I began to
develop arthritis in the spinal column and
I have had it ever since.
I had seen five doctors; they had all
diagnosed arthrosis and said I would
have to take medication for the rest of
my life. When I first learned about the
RHUMART system I was 48, and I am
49 now. It is going to be a pleasure to
celebrate my fiftieth birthday with
RHUMART because I feel great! Aging
like this, in perfect health, is absolutely
no problem. You can bring on the
years, because I'm ready for them!

Scepticism
It seems to me that the greatest handicap
we run into is a mental handicap:
scepticism about this system. I believe
that this is one of the greatest inventions
in the world today. I have owned the
system since June 21, 1988 and I keep
meeting people who continue to get
results.
Last week, in Cowansville, I had a
meeting with 70 clients and not one of
them had a complaint; everyone was
very happy with the system.

Herniated Disk
At the operative stage
I would like to tell you about a man in Val
d'Or who was suffering from a herniated
disk. One of his disks had almost
completely disintegrated and was out of
position. He needed an operation. I
said, "Go ahead - there's no problem;
but first, try RHUMART."

When it was time for the operation, the
doctor discovered that the disk had
completely regenerated after two
months of RHUMART conditioning.
The operation was over at 11:30 a.m.
and by the evening he was walking
around. The next morning he took a
shower and ten days later he left the
hospital.
As you know, anyone who has had
surgery on the spinal column cannot drive
a car for at least two months. Well, he
drove the whole way from Montréal to Val
d'Or. He even rides horses. Now he has
another problem: he can't collect his
disability insurance because they are
accusing him of lying on his claim when
he says that he had this problem for 13
years. Everyone knows that a disk
can't regenerate like that... As a result,
he'll probably have to go to court.
Thank you for joining the growing
RHUMART family and for continuing to
spread the good news.
And a big thank-you to Dr. Drolet!
English translation: Deborah Blythe
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Multiple
Sclerosis

CANCER

I would also like to tell you about
a case that is very close to my
heart. It's the case of my good
friend Raymond Plante, who has
cancer. I had had my system for a
few days when I met him; he was
leaving his doctor's office,
"stuffed" full of cortisone, and
his neck was as thick as his
head.

My problem was multiple
sclerosis. It started in 1983. I was
still working then, but I was having
trouble walking. I was in the
maple syrup business and I owned
a maple grove. I would get caught
on the slightest little branch and I
was falling down. There was
obviously something wrong, and I
also had pain in my spinal column.

NOËL DUCHESNE, Québec, March 1990
Cassette: Ri-T5 (in French)
Since I didn't have cancer, I continued to work, but in 1986 I
was really starting to have problems. I consulted my family
doctor and he's the one who told me I had multiple sclerosis.
It seems that inflammation of the spinal cord is very similar
to MS. I had seen some cases in my parish so I wasn't' really
surprised.
I started to take things more slowly, but it was too late. Since
traditional medicine couldn't help me, I started to look
elsewhere: I saw a chiropractor, an acupuncturist, some
"healers"... I tried just about everything.

Raymond could hardly walk; his son practically had to drag
him. I told him, "Raymond, I will come to your house with my
system."
I went to his place for twenty days. Raymond couldn't get out
of bed. His wife would wash him and bring him his food. She
was discouraged. But Raymond was confident. He would say,
"I'm sure we're going to get some results with this."

I bought my RHUMART system on November 3, 1989. I
must admit that before buying it I had tried it out somewhere
else for a month without a lot of success. But when I brought it
home I really went all out. However, it's possible to have too
much of a good thing. A cup of coffee is stimulating, but a pot
will make you a nervous wreck!

After twelve days, Raymond was able to sit up. I got there in
the morning and found him laughing. He said, "Things aren't
too bad." The next morning he was a little better. After fifteen
days, Raymond walked around the table with his cane; he
thought it was funny. On the twentieth day, he came to my
house for his conditioning. When I started the sessions, on
November 10, he had a malignant tumour at the base of his
spinal column, one under his arm and another on the side of
his head. He also had a lump under his arm.

The first week everything was fine; I went to my sugaring-off
cabin and I stacked wood, but it didn't last. I called Dr. Gagnon
and he advised me to stop the conditioning sessions for a week
and then to start again more slowly.

On November 30 he went to the CHUS for a follow-up
examination. The medical specialist tried to find the lump.
Raymond said, "It must be on the other side." The doctor
answered, "No, it was on this side." But he couldn't find it!

Now things are going well. I am walking better. My legs
don't hurt. I have lost that numb feeling in the soles of my
feet, and I have no pain in my spine. I believe that I have
the RHUMART system to thank for my improvement!

I'm not saying that Raymond is cured; he has just had a
"scanner" test and we're expecting very positive results.

English translation: Deborah Blythe
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"It's amazing to see
something like that!"
(Hélène Dufour)

Tumour
I am also helping a woman with a tumour on her spinal cord.
She is in a lot of pain. So far she has received eight
RHUMART sessions and for the first time in two years she
can say, "I can sleep, I feel well, I can function, and I can
work.“ Excellent results!

Cysts, Rheumatism, Arthritis
With the MINI-4As I've had the same excellent results with
cysts, rheumatism and rheumatoid arthritis.
I have seen a man with half-inch lumps on his feet, and they
have disappeared. Using the "MINI-4As" I worked on each
cyst, one at a time. It's amazing to see something like that!
For those who are interested in knowing the parameters I used,
here is what I did: for the first two sessions, I used the MINI4As for 10 minutes at A1 and n2; after that I alternated: 5
minutes at n2 and 5 minutes at n3.

Shingles (in the eye)
Another case: a 73-year-old woman with shingles.
She was in agony and couldn't see a thing.
I said, "What is that you have, dear?"
"It's shingles. No-one can do a thing for me. You can't touch
the eyes."
I suggested that she try the RHUMART system. I was
curious to see exactly what it could do.

Bursitis, Tendinitis
I've had my system for just three months and I've already
encountered many incredible cases. Cases of bursitis, for
example - people who had suffered year after year, season
after season; three conditioning sessions and the bursitis
simply disappeared.

After only three conditionings the shingles have almost
completely disappeared, and she can see.
I used the MINI-4As at A1 and n2 and I also did one
conditioning with the REBONE-4A (to cover the eye) at
amplitude A1 for one minute and the rest with the MINI-4As. I
am really very happy to see as much wonderful results.

The same thing with tendinitis: four sessions and it often
disappears.

Sniffling
I'd like to tell you about the case of a little 6-year-old boy. He
had been sniffling since the age of two. His mother had taken
him to all kinds of specialists at every level, but they weren't
able to help.

HELENE DUFOUR, St-Hyacinthe, September 1988
Cassette Ri-T1 (in French)

I gave him four RHUMART conditioning sessions with the
MINI-4As on the frontal and temporal sinus passages. And
he doesn't sniffle any more.

English translation: Deborah Blythe
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Tachycardia, Back Problems

"I wonder why
they should
continue to
suffer, when
we have such
an
extraordinary
system that
transforms
pain into
smiles!"
(Rémi Dumont)

Tachycardia
I have owned the RHUMART system for
one month, but I must admit that it wasn't
me who bought it: it was my wife.

She was sold on the
RHUMART system when my
tachycardia disappeared
after two sessions!
I have been using it regularly for a month:
my backaches have disappeared and I can
play golf every morning with no problem.
And we've also been able to help others.

Back Pain
I was able to help a French teacher who
had been suffering terribly for some time.
She had had to take a leave of several
months' absence from work in the
previous year. She had very severe back
pain; she could no longer perform her
supervisory or disciplinary duties at
school, and individual help for students
was out of the question. She even needed
a special chair to help get through her
days in the classroom.

She had had to give up all her regular
activities and sports: tennis, running,
bicycling, swimming...
After one week of conditioning sessions
her friends from work met her on the
street on a bicycle.
She said, "It's Rémi who cured me."
It wasn't really me.
It was the
conditioning sessions. Two weeks later
she started playing tennis again. And
that's a pretty demanding sport!
I would like to see her go so far as to
buy her own RHUMART system. She
would benefit enormously and she would
also be able to help her family.
There are so many people who need
help, and I wonder why they should
continue to suffer when we have such
an extraordinary system that
transforms pain into smiles!

RÉMI DUMONT, Québec, August 1989
Cassette Ri-T3 (in French)

English translation: Deborah Blythe
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VI. Extracts from RHUMART® Testimonials
"The medical diagnosis was in:
there was talk of an eventual colostomy."

That's when I said, "No thank-you."
Ulcerative Colitis
I had ulcerative colitis: I had one
ulcer in the anus and three in the
stomach. The medical diagnosis was
in: t here was talk of an even tual
colostomy. That's when I said, "No
thank-you."
I came to a RHUMART meeting with
Mr. Turcotte.
Dr. Drolet did such a wonderful job
of e xplaining the centr al nervous
system! He explained how the nerve
impulse leaves the head and travels
down the spinal column. At the end of
the nerve cell there's a synapse which
gives a kind of little jolt to the cells;
that's when you have a nerve impulse.

Herniated Disk

Since I'm a very visual person I had
no problem picturing all this in my
head. I said to myself, "It's true."

I have a friend who had a herniated disk but who had no faith at all in
bioelectricity. I said to her, "Before being operated why don't you at least give it
a try?"

I didn't hesitate. I bought the system.
Now I have no pain in my anus and I
have an 80% improvement on my
right side.

She arrived at my place bent over double and filled with doubts. After three
conditioning sessions she feels 80% better.
So as far as I'm concerned, Dr. Drolet, what you tell us is true!

LUCIE GILBERT, Québec, September l989
Cassette Ri-T3 (in French)
English translation: Deborah Blythe
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Ear
Infections
I got ear infections all the time
when I was a child. My sister
here can confirm it. I had one
or two infections every year.
We treated them with
antibiotics, but they always
came back. At about the age
of twelve, I decided to stop
taking medication. I kept
some aspirin in case of
emergencies, and I went with
the RHUMART system.

P R E V E N T I O N ,

Relaxation,
Sleep
The RHUMART system is
also great for prevention and
general well-being. I use it
every night - it relaxes me, and
helps me to sleep better. And
when you don't have a lot of
time for sleeping, a short
RHUMART session does the
trick!
You sleep for five hours and
feel like you've slept for
twelve! It's amazing!

I'm 17 now and I haven't had a
single ear infection since.
FRANCOIS DROLET • Québec • September l989
Cassette Ri-6B

Juvenile
Diabetes

Ménières
Disease

Hello! I'm going to tell you
about a three-year-old boy
with juvenile diabetes. He
had to have injection twice a
day and sometimes even at
night.

I also know a man who
suffered from M é n i è r e ' s
Disease.

His doctor at the C.H.U.S.
said that if the little boy used
the RHUMART s y s t e m , h e
would have nothing more to do
with him. His parents finally
found a diabetes specialist in
Québec.
H e has been us ing the
RHUMARTsystem for about a
month and a half now.
H e place s the pad over his
pancreas. Now he only needs
a single injection in the
m o r n i n g . His blood sugar
level used to go as high as 15;
now it is 2. His doctor is very
pleased with the results.

174-

For the last five years he hasn't
been able to leave his house.
One of the symptoms of this
disease is loss of balance. His
doctor even visited him at
home because he was always
falling down.
His hand also trembled a lot.
One evening I used the rings
on him - just five minutes at
amplitude 2.
Since then he doesn't tremble
at all. He can even play the
violin now.

RHUMART® Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, September 1992

RÉJANE GAGNON LABRIE • Québec • March l990
Cassette Ri-T5 (in French)
English translation: Deborah Blythe

Testimonials

Angina, Chronic Pain in the Back and Arms

HEART PATIENT
At the
Operatory Stage
WALLACE LAPIERRE • Québec • February 1989 • CASSETTE Ri-T7
(in French and English)

I am a Christian missionary. I ha ve
suffered from angina for the last ten years,
and I haven't been able to engage in any
physical activities at all. In June 1988 I
went to see my doctor in Tracadie. He
wanted to send me to Montréal for openheart surgery. I heard about t he
RHUMARTsystem from a Little Sister of
the church in Matane.
I had suffered from back pain for the past
twenty years as well as from pain in my
arm for about a year. I asked the Sister if
she would give me at leas t four
conditionings during the four days that I
would be in Matane.
After only two sessions I had no more
pain in my back or in my arms.
I then turned my attention to my heart. I
had been taking medication for ten years
and now I was facing open-heart surgery.
I called Dr. Gagnon and talked to him
about the RHUMART system. When I
got home I talked to my wife: "I've been
suffering for ten years like this. Don't you
think we should buy this system?"
When we counted up all the money I had
spent on medication in the last ten years
we realized that I had spent:
TEN THOUSAND, O NE H UN DRED
THIRTY FOUR DOLLARS on pills !

And I was still faced with an operation...
So we met Dr. Gagnon in Montréal. He
taught us how to use the system and we
went home with our new RHUMART
AUTO-SANTÉ System. And I began my
conditioning with it.
I always start my RHUMART s e s s i o n s
with the parameters 6-2-10 (Amplitude 6,
Modulation 2 for 10 minutes).
Af ter two months I decided to start
reducing my medication.

I was taking ISORDIL,
LOPRESOR and CARDIZEM.
I was feeling pretty good and I didn't think
I needed so much medication.
I started skipping doses of Cardizem first,
then Lopresor, then the others, cutting
down very gradually. My wife, Gaétane,
had read in Dr. Mongeau's “ Dictionnaire
des m édicaments” that it might be
disastrous to stop all at once.
When I reached the point where I was
taking only one of each kind of pill every
morning and every night I went to see my
family doctor. I told him what I had been
doing.

"Don't do that, Mr. Lapierre: your heart
may work fine for a while, but later it
could start seizing up and you might have
a heart attack!"
"Yes, but I feel fine. Have you ever heard
of the system invented by Dr. Drolet in
Québec? I bought it and I'm treating
myself with that."
"Mr. Lapierre, don't be so ready to believe
in miracles. It was your heart that created
new veins - it did its own bypass."
He gave me a one-year prescription. He
even increased the dosage because he
knew I was going to take less than he
prescribed. He knew this because before I
had been taking three pills every three
hours. If I had listened to him, I would
have apologized for not taking the pills.
But I told him that I would continue to do
the same thing as long as I was feeling
good.
Today I can even run up a flight of stairs
with no problem. It's really extraordinary!

"I was a heart patient, and now I
can do almost everything that the
rest of you can do."

English translation: Deborah Blythe
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CAR ACCIDENT

Chronic Pain

They told me, "You'll be given
a sum of money and you'll
have to learn to live with the
pain."

I had a car accident in 1979.
It was a work-related accident.
The C.S.S .T. gra nted my
disability claim. I said, "That's
all very well but I'm not cured.
I'm still in pain."

M y trap ezi us muscle was
swollen from the front all the
way around to the back. It was
very painful. I couldn't sleep
on my right side any more
because my th ree fingers
would swell up right away.

"Yes but what then? Do you
have something else?"
They said, "Yes, we have
something; we have medication.
You're just going to have to
accept the fact that you'll have
to take it from now on, and
you'll come back here for
check-ups."
Well, after ten years of
taking medication and having
my children rub my shoulders
with inflammation-reducing
ointments, and all the rest of
it, my brother bought a
R H U M A R T system. I used
his system for a few months, it
helped a lot, and I bought my

own.
I can't really say that I'm 100%
better because my spine is still
twisted.
But what I can say is that
before, when I drove a car, the
slightest little bump in the road
was agonizing for me. Now, I
drive my car, I get around, I do
what I want to do, and I can
sleep on my right side or my
left side - it doesn't matter.
As far as I'm concerned, it's a
100% improvement.

JACQUES LAJEUNESSE
Québec, March l990
Cassette Ri-T5 (in French)
English translation:
Deborah Blythe

CYSTIC FIBROSIS
in a child
RHUMART really works for him. He
has developed a lot - he's grown and
he's gained weight. Just last week he
said to me, "Look at my knuckles - my
fingers are getting fatter." Things are
really going well. When he was tested last
summer his lungs weren't in very good
shape. his respiration was good but the
doctor said:
"His respiration won't stay this good for
long if his lungs continue to
d e t e r i o r a t e ." I saw the pneumologist
again last November. His respiration had
improved so much that the doctor didn't
even take any lung X-rays.
T hings ar e really goin g well with
RHUMART.
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GISELE LAVOIE • QUÉBEC, March l990
Cassette Ri-T5

Testimonials

Generalized Rheumatoid Arthritis
But my hands were so swollen that I couldn't even close
my fist. When I saw that, I came to a conference and I
bought my own system. That was in August, 1989.
At that time I had been taking GOLD SALTS for two
months and I was getting an injection every week.
I continued to do conditionings every other day and I
continued to feel better. I slowly started to reduce my
medication and things were still improving, so I told my
doctor, "I'm going to stop taking the gold salts altogether
and I'm going to just use my RHUMART system."
He answered, "There's not much I can say. I've heard of
RHUMART, but I don't really know what to tell you." So I
asked him, "What do you think?"

URBAIN FAUCHER, Québec, March l990
Cassette Ri-T6 ( in French)

I had pain in all of my joints for two years. I went to see
my doctor and after several examinations he said, "You
have gout."
He gave me some painkillers, but a month later the pain
was worse and I couldn't work at all any more. That was a
year ago.
I wasn't satisfied with the way things were going, so I went
to see a specialist at the CHUL. He diagnosed
generalized rheumatoid arthritis. They began treatments
but there was no improvement. Five months later I
couldn't work at all, I needed a chair to help me walk
around the house, and it was almost impossible for me to
go down to the basement.
I met an Independent RHUMART Distributor through
some friends. I had nothing to lose, so I started to go for
conditionings. After about 15 sessions I noticed that my
pain was beginning to disappear. I could sleep better at
night and my joints felt better.

He said, "If you want to get better, anything is worth a
t ry. I'm going to give you a report to give to your
rheumatologist." I said, "Don't mention RHUMART in
your report."
I went to see my rheumatologist. She examined me and
said, "You're doing fine. Continue with your gold salts. I
think you're doing much better than you were." I said,
"That's great. I'll keep taking them." I had completely
stopped taking the gold salts two weeks earlier.
I went back home and told my family doctor, "I'm not
going to take them any more. If I have to come back once
in a while, I'll come back." He knew very well that the
medication was damaging my eyes. I was taking
antibiotics and I stopped taking them too.

"It's been two months since I stopped
taking any medication."
"I'm back at work and everything is great."
English translation: Deborah Blythe
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Rheumatoid Arthritis and… a RHUMART Child
®

“For ten years I was taking up to 100
Indocid a month.”
When I was 27 I started to
have pain in my knee s, my
ankles, my elbows and my
hips. A doctor told me, "It's
rheumatoid arthritis." It got
worse every year and I started
to limp.
I started to take physiotherapy
a t a general hospita l in
Québec, but I had to stop - it
was too painful.
I heard that chiropractors
were good for these kinds of
things. I invested a lot of
money in that - a big fat zero.
The s ame th ing wit h
acupuncture. A lot of money
- no results.
With nuclear medici ne my
rheumatologist determined that
I had arthritis in the elbows,
the hips, the lower spine ,
th e knees - ju st abou t
everywhere.
He said, "You have no choice.
Continue your medication."
I was taking up to five Indocid
a day and I was still in a lot
of pa in. At that time our
bedroom was in the basement.
I always let my wife go down
first: I didn't want her to see
me going down the stairs.
It was terrible. I missed at least
15-20 days of work every year.
One day I had a chance to talk
to Dr. Drolet on the telephone.
I aske d him if bioelec tric
medic ine was good for
arthritis.
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In February 1992, there are at least two
RHUMART® children: They are the
RHUMART® results that Dr Drolet is most
proud of. Also, thanks to the mother who
helped in many ways.

My wife and I met him that
very night. Afterwards, my
wife sa id, "We 're going to
come back tomorrow and buy
the system."
And so I began my
conditionings. Soon I began to
drop one or two medications a
week. For ten years I had been
dosing myself up with 100
Indocid a month.

A RHUMART ®
Child
Because of my health
problems, my wife and I had
decided not to have children.
For the last five or six years
we hadn't even given it a
thought.

I have had my RHU MART
system for two and a half years
now and I've c ompletely
stopped taking any medication.

One year after buying my
RHUMART system things
were going so well that I made
a suggestion to my wife:
"Why don't we have a baby?"
Today we have a 12-monthold little girl - thanks to
RHUMART!

Now
I
ce lebrate
the
anniversary of the day when I
bought my AUTO-SANTÉ.
It's the best investment I ever
made.

You can be sure that if I hadn't
had my RHUMART at home, I
wouldn't have this little girl
now (in 1992, we have two
children).
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Also another reason I'm
pleased is that the inventor of
this system is a Quebecer. If
he had been German or
American, I might still be at
home tonight with my
rheumatoid arthritis.
THANK-YOU VERY MUCH,
Dr. Drolet!

BERNARD PROULX
Québec, February l989
Cassette Ri-6A (in French)
English translation:
Deborah Blythe

Testimonials

Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis
A Dramatic Case

Mr. and Mrs. Couture with their son, Martin

The most serious case
treated at the CHUL.
Martin has had juvenile arthritis since the
age of thirteen. His body is crammed full
of anti-inflammatories.
We have had the system for five months,
and two months ago Martin started to
reduce his doses of medication, without
consulting his doctor. He went from
20 mg of Cortisone to 2 mg, and from
1000 mg of Naproxen to 500 mg.
My boy has to have monthly check-ups at
the CHUL. Last Friday he went to see
his rheumatologist, Charlotte Grondin.
When she saw him she said, "Do you take
your medication? He said: "Yes". She
replied,
"That's impossible. You're telling me
fibs. The swelling has all gone down.
Tell me the truth." He answered, "The
truth is that we bought the RHUMART
system five months ago."

She said, "Martin doesn't trust me, so I
can't trust him. Why should I continue to
look after him? It costs the taxpayer a lot
of money."
Martin was completely lost after her
brain-washing. She told him he would
ne ver get better. She added he had
chronic arthritis and he should face facts:

IT'S FOR LIFE!
To make a long story short, in the last two
months Martin has started to enjoy life.
He's able to smile and to play jokes - he's
even starting to get on my nerves! I think
he's starting to feel like a normal boy.
It's interesting to see the changes since he
started to use the RHUMARTsystem. Dr.
Gr ondin noticed that there was less
inflammation...
Now he can get through the nights without
pain. I no longer have to give him
Tylenol at 5 a.m. so that he'll be able to
get out of bed in the morning. And I don't
have to give him breakfast in bed now
either.

I think that a lot of his problems were
caused by the huge doses of medication
that he was taking: 1000 mg of Naproxen
every day - that's more than you would
give a grown man.

R H U M A RT is
our
last
hope, because we've tried chiropractors,
acupuncture, iridology and the "Sunrider"
products - just about everything.
For now things are going very well with
R H U M A R T and Martin is really
confident. He says he's going to get
better:
"I know in my heart I'm going to get better that I won't have to have plastic hips, and that
I'll be able to play hockey again like before."

(He was supposed to get plastic hips this
winter but the operation has been
postponed until July.)

DENISE COUTURE, Québec, Mars 1990
Cassette Ri-T5 (in French)
English translation: Deborah Blythe
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Martin Couture and Dr. Jean Charlebois

Denise Couture

Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis
A Message of Hope
I want to offer a word of encouragement to Mrs. Denise Couture, whose son Martin has the most serious case of
juvenile arthritis treated by the CHUL. I want to talk to you about my son, Julien. I bought the RHUMART
system for him. His case of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis was a bit like Martin's. Julien is 15 now; he was 12
when we discovered he had rheumatoid arthritis.
On November 16 we had official medical confirmation from Doctor Grondin: no more juvenile rheumatoid
arthritis! I didn't even tell them that Julien had been undergoing RHUMART conditioning for the past several
months. There didn't seem to be any point in mentioning it.
I can't get over how well our boy is doing.

I think you will help your son with RHUMART too.

ADÉLARD RACINE, Québec,

March l990
Cassette Ri-T5 (in French)

English Translation: Deborah Blythe
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Pilonidal Cyst
After the 8th RHUMART Session There Was Nothing Left
When I was 18 I had to have an operation
to get of a pilonidal cyst. It was near my
tailbone. I had had it since I was born:
it seems that sometimes they grow and
sometimes they don't. A doctor had
already opened it up: it was full of
pus, hair, bits of teeth, all kinds of stuff.
He inserted a gauze and it went away.
But three months later it was back. I
wen t to s ee a su rg eon .
Af te r
ex am in ing m e h e s a id, "O h, i t's a
pilonidal cyst. You've got to have an
operation, but first we have to get rid of
the cyst." So I spent eight days in the
hospital. That was 18 years ago.
A few months ago my daughter was
facing the same situation. The first
time it happened, she was pregnant
(interesting!). Because of her condition,
the doctor simply opened it up locally,
but he said the problem would come back
and he would have to operate at a deeper
level to get rid of it completely. As he
had predicted, the cyst came back after
she had her baby.
I already had my RHU MART s y s t e m
then, so I told her, "Come and see me
before having your operation."

pads placed on top of the tailbone with
both south polarities facing the back. We
used the parameters

A6-n3-T10

She doesn't need
an operation now
because RHUMART ®
got rid of the cyst.

Dr. Drolet - Did the cyst disappear
completely?
Mr. Roy - Yes. After the third session she
had a lot of trouble walking - and sitting
too. She walked like a robot because her
underwear was rubbing against the sore
spot. She told me, "I think you're making
it worse." So I said, "Look at the User's
Guide. It says that before the problem
disappears it could get a little worse.
Don't give up. I know it'll work."
She continued the sessions and the cyst
slowly started to disappear. After the
eighth sessions there was nothing left,
but I said, "Come two more times just to
be sure."
Dr. Drolet - How old is she?
Mr. Roy - She's 21.

MAURICE ROY, Québec, March l990

Dr. Drolet - She's completely cured?

Cassette Ri-T6 (in French)

Mr. Roy - Completely cured.

English translation: Deborah Blythe

Dr. Drolet - How long has it been?
Mr. Roy - About a month and a half.

I didn't really know how to treat that kind
of problem, so I asked Marcel Derenne,
who had sold me my system. His wife is
a nurse and she knows all about pilonidal
cysts . We gave my daughter t en
RHUMART conditionings with the two

Dr. Drolet - And everything is still fine?
Mr. Roy - Still fine.
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Blocked Ear, Eczema, Asthma, Circulation

Quality of Life
"I fell
in love
with
this
system!"

We bought our RHUMART system after
my husband had a heart attack because we
wanted to increase his resistance a little bit.
But I ended up literally monopolizing it.
I had a problem with my ear for about
seven and a half years: it would plug up. I
consult ed three different E.N.T.
s pecialists.
It must have been
psychosomatic because they couldn't find
anything wrong. But it really affected my
quality of life. I didn't know where to turn
for help. I used the system three times for
about five minutes at a very low level.
After that I felt fine for weeks.
I continue to do global conditionings, but
every once in a while when I'm feeling a
bit nervous, I use the REBONE-4A on my
ear for five minutes at amplitude 3 and the
feeling goes away. Once I was afraid the
problem wouldn't go away and I put the
REBONE a little higher on my head. That
made me sick to my stomach. I didn't feel
well at all.
I also had eczema for several years. I
practically lived on c o rt i s o n e . That's
gone too.
I have literally fallen in love with this
system. I couldn't do without it now,

because it has really improved our
quality of life - for both my husband
and myself - in every way.
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I was also able to help an elderly woman
with poor blood circulation. She always
had bruises caused by broken veins and,
although she didn't tell me at first, she had
also been asthmatic for many years. One
day she said to me, "You know, I don't
need to pump my lungs any more." She
has no more asthma attacks now and
she is doing very, very well. She only
needed ten to fifteen RHUMART sessions
at the rate of three a week.

A Warning from Dr. Drolet:
I would like to remind you that when
selecting the amplitude for sessions
involving the head it is important not to
overdo it. Amplitude A3 with the
REBONE-4A on the head is very high.
Many people work with amplitude A1 or
A2 and get very good results.
People tend to think that the higher the
intensity, the faster they will get results,
but sometimes it's just the opposite.

DORIS SIMARD, Québec, March l990
Cassette Ri-T6 (in French)
English translation: Deborah Blythe

Testimonials

How to buy your
own RHUMART
System...
when you
haven't got a cent!
Hello! I would like to tell you how it's
possible to buy a RHUMART system
when you haven't got a cent in the bank.
Lots of times people tell us, "I haven't got
any money." Well, I didn't either - I was
broke. I was feeling very "burned out,"
and having a pretty hard time. I would
make a decision one day, but feel helpless
to carry it out the next.
After attending an information evening
hosted by Francine Bernier, I decided notice the words "I decided" - that I
would get a RHUMART system. And I
set myself a time limit. Not six months! I
didn't say "I want," I said "I have" my
system. And to reinforce my decision, I
said it to a friend. You know, when you
tell someone else about a decision you've
made, it's like you make a promise to
yourse lf. I t w as as though I was
compelling myself to do it. So I said to
my friend, "Aline, I don't know how I'm
going to get the money, and I don't know
what is going to happen. All I know is
that I haven't got a cent, but someone,
somewhere does have the money I need.
And I'm going to get it! Next Friday,
(I gave myself seven days) I will have my
system. Someone will lend me the money
or I'll win the lottery, but I will get it!"
Aline, in her very sweet voice, answered
me: "If you need a guarantor, I'm here."
That's when I understood! I understood
that when every fibre of your being has
resolved to do something, when you are
absolutely DETERMINED, it happens.
That really gave me a "lift."

RACHEL GOSSELIN • Montréal • September l989 • Cassette Ri-T3 (in French)
On Monday morning I went straight down
to a credit union (caisse populaire). And
do you know who served me? The nicest,
friendliest credit manager they had, who
just happened to be the one who knew me
the best. "Hello, Mrs. Gosselin. How are
you?" "Very well, thank-you. I'm going
to go into business with RHUMART."
I needed it for myself and I only found
one way to be able to pay for it: to go
into business with RHUMART
"What's that?"
I began to tell her about the RHUMART
system.
I knew what I was talking about and I
didn't lack for words. I had gone there for
a loan, right? And I suddenly realized
that, instead, I was selling her on
R HUMART. WOW! I'm good; I'm
capable! It was really fun!
She asked me a ton of questions about the
possibilities of the system. She was sold!
I had to remind her that I was there for a
loan. "And I need $5 000 to buy it."
I explained my whole plan to her: that I
would host information evenings; that I
already had a team; that I had already
taken training and helped my friend to
make two sales to qualify,

that another was in the bag... "All I need,
Michèle, is $5 000 for three months.
You know I'm not working. I have no
security to give you, but I do have a
guarantor."
We all know that credit unions don't lend
money without security. But it occurred
to me that I had been doing business with
them for 25 years and they knew me very
well. "You know, Mrs. Gosselin, I'm
going to try to get you the loan without a
guarantor. Just give me 24 hours."
When I walked out the door I was so sure
that I had the loan that I forgot all about it.
The next day the telephone rang at
10:00 a.m. sharp: exactly 24 hours later.
The manager told me, "I've deposited
$5 000 into your account. You can write
cheques on it right away." My legs were
like rubber! I said to myself, "That's it.
I'm on my way!" That was April 3, 1989.
Two and a half months later, on June
23, I paid back my loan. I sold six
systems from June 13 - 30.
I had kept my word: three months and my
$5 000 loan was repaid.

English translation: Deborah Blythe
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